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In my opinion: ** Very good;  *Good.  No asterisk: On average, 6 out of 10. 

**Where the Crawdads Sing by Delia Owens.  Wonderful book set in the marshlands of N. Carolina.  A 

neglected and abandoned little girl raises herself remarkably with almost no contact with others except 

for Cabe. 

**The Absolutist by John Boyne. Beautifully written and powerful book set in WW1 – the friendship of 

two young men from their training in England to their time in the trenches in France. Shame and guilt 

are huge shadows and Boyne skillfully draws a thread through from sexual to moral to social shame. 

(This is the author who wrote The Boy in the Striped Pajamas.) 

**Bush Runner. The Adventures of Pierre-Espirit Radisson by Mark Bourrie. Born in France abut 1636, 

came to New France; kidnapped by Mohawk warriors at the age of 15, escaped a year later to early New 

York City; recaptured and then defected to the Dutch and landed in Holland. A guest amongst First 

Nations communities, French fur traders, royal courts, witness to the Great Fire of London and Great 

Plague, he double-crossed the French, Dutch and English as well as his adoptive Mohawk family. 

Fascinating story full of adventure and good information from Radisson’s own journals. Dense with facts 

but very readable and enjoyable. 

 

**Girl, Woman, Other by Bernadine Evaristo.  2019 Booker Prize winner with M. Atwood.  Novel of 

stories of black girls and women in London.  Fascinating writing style.  Very readable.  A well - deserved 

winner of the Booker Prize. 

 

 

*Remnants of Partition by Aanchal Malhotra.  This non-fiction book is an alternative history, telling the 

family stories hidden within items carried between the new India and Pakistan amid chaos and violence.  

What would you take if you had to leave your home suddenly? 

You Are Mine by Nathan Ripley.  Murder mystery. Quick read. 

**The Mosquito by Timothy WInegard. Fascinating history of the deadliest predator on the planet: the 

mosquito. The author eloquently describes how the mosquito has been the single most powerful force 

in determining the fate of humanity. Brilliant book. 

**The Shadow King by Maaza Mengiste.  Set in Ehtiopia in 1935 as the threat of Mussolini’s army 

becomes a reality, this is the story of recently orphaned Hirut who tries to adapt to her new life as a 

maid in the house of one of Haile Selassie’s officer’s and his wife.  This is a story of Hirut being one of the 

Ethiopian women who evolved into a warrior and became part of an army of resistors based on the 

author’s great grandmother’s experience. A complex history of revolution, war and international 

meddling.   A story told from the point view of women as opposed to the usual perspectives from men. 

Author interviewed on CBC, Writers and Company. 

**The Warmth of the Suns by Isabel Wilkerson. The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration. 

Exhaustively researched, follows the lives of three black African Americans with lots of contextual 

history between 1915 to current days. Her latest book is Caste. 
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The Body in Question by Jill Ciment.  The story of jurors in a murder case in Florida.  Sequestered for 3 

weeks, 2 of them become lovers.  One is married.  After the juror’s names are released when the affair 

becomes known, this impacts the marriage and view of the verdict. 

*The Good Wife by Samra Zafred.  Inspiring, true and harrowing story of a Pakistani young woman 

married at 17 with the promise of an education in Canada where her husband lives.  When his parents 

come to live with them, verbal and physical abuse follows.  A story of a woman’s escape and eventual 

educational fulfillment.  Was a guest at the Ottawa International Book Festival in 2019. 

*The Last Train to London by Meg Waite Clayton. A strong novel about the true Kindertransport by Ms. 

Wijsmuller, a Dutch Christian woman who helped 10,000 Jewish children escape Nazi Germany to the 

UK before being placed with foster families. 

*One Long Night: A Global History of Concentration Camps by Andrea Pitzer.  Fascinating and 

harrowing work exposing the origins, scope and legacy of concentration camps across the globe and its 

justifications by many nations. 

*The Porpoise by Mark Haddon.  Beginning with a harrowing plane crash in which Phillipe’s pregnant 

wife dies but her baby Angelica survives, his obsession with her protection morphs into something 

sinister.  This contemporary story is mirrored by the legend Antiochus.  Beautifully written.  

The Mistress of Nothing by Kate Pullinger. GG award winner of 2009. Lady Duff Gordon and her maid- 

servant Sally, depart for Egypt for a 2 year stay to improve the former’s health, and find a level of 

freedom and exoticism that turns devastating for Sally. 

Animal Dreams by Barbara Kingsolver.  Dreamless and at the end of her rope, Codi returns to Grace, 

Arizona, to confront her past and face her distant, ailing father.  The man she meets could change the 

course of her life.  

The World that We Knew by Alice Hoffman. A somewhat mystical story of escaping Jewish children in 

WW2 and the dangers they and their helpers faced. 

*On Writing by Stephen King.  First third of the book is a memoir of his own life and the challenges he 

faced.  The last two thirds is on what he believes are good writing strategies.  It culminates in a major 

accident in which he is run over by a van and his subsequent lengthy recovery during which he managed 

to finish this non-fiction book – a major challenge for him. 

The Other Woman by Daniel DaSilva.  Spy thriller with confusing number of agents from Israel, Britain 

and USA. 

*The Only Story by Julian Barnes.  Great writer.  This story is about a 19 year old who falls in love with a 

48 year old married woman and who spends the next 12 years with her.  Great mapping of interior and 

exterior emotional landscape. 

Fled by Meg Keneally.  Based on a true story of English Mary Bryant.  Jenny Gwyn is sent to Botany Bay 

on a transport hulk at the end of the 18th century after a fatal mistake led to her arrest.  Huge 

challenges, poverty, filth and a constant search for freedom. 

Phileda by Andre Brink.  Set in S. Africa shortly before the emancipation of slaves.  This is based on the 

true story of Andre Brink’s ancestor who impregnated her with four children, two of whom died.  It 
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follows her story of desperately trying to gain her freedom despite being resold to another buyer at a 

slave auction.  Interesting novel based on fact and a glimpse into the harrowing lives of slaves. 

*The Three Stages by Jane Urquart.  Beautifully written story of Tam and her rocky relationship with 

Neall in Ireland who is searching for his very troubled younger brother Kieran.  Tam leaves Neall and 

ends up stranded in the Gander Newfoundland airport in front of a large mural painted by a 

Saskatchewan artist, Kenneth Lockhead, of whom we learn a lot also.   

Maurice Nicoll – A Portrait by Beryl Pogson.  A biography of my grandfather published in 1961, 8 years 

after Dr. Nicoll’s death.  Very helpful in my memoir writing project as he  was a remarkable man. 

The Scarlet Sword by H.E. Bates.  Set in 1947 in Kashmir at the time of partition.  Violence rains down 

on a Catholic mission by the Pathans as the key characters try to save themselves, women and children.  

Very much written in the style of the time.  

Peace and Good Order: Case for Indigenous Justice in Canada by Harold Johnson.  Former Harvard Law 

graduate and later a Crown prosecutor is a member of the Montreal Lake Cree Nation.  While somewhat 

bitter and dismissive of his law training, he rightly makes the case against Canada for its failure to fulfill 

its Treaty duty to deliver justice to Indigenous Peoples thereby ensuring long-term damage to 

Indigenous communities. 

The Second Sleep by Robert Harris.  An interesting futuristic story set 800 years on from a newly named 

666 following some kind of catastrophic event in 2025.  Religion has cast society back to the Middle Ages 

as some curious people find examples of plastic and technical devices they cannot understand but 

wonder how the “before times” were lived.  The key character is a priest and Lady Durston. 

*Boy, Snow, Bird by Helen Oyeyemi. In 1953 white Boy Novak arrives at a small town in Mass. US and 

marries white Arturo, a widower with a daughter called, Snow. They then have a daughter named Bird 

who is dark-skinned.  A story of family secrets, race, beauty and vanity. 

Portnoy’s Complaint by Phillip Roth.  Highly sexually graphic book about a boy’s experience of puberty 

and young adult, his Jewish over-protective and interfering parents.  Funny and incredibly explicit for the 

time in which it was published. 

Indignation by Phillip Roth. Story of a college student struggling with roommates, the College dean, his 

parents and an unsuitable girlfriend.  Funny and well-written. 

The Wild Cherry Tree by H.E. Bates.  Collection of short stories about people who are thrown suddenly 

with neither direction nor compass into strange and unexplored territory of relationship.  Lots of 

imagery about spring, flowers and landscapes.   

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Bronte.  Classic story of a young orphan living with Mrs. Reed and family in 

neglect and deprivation only to go on to a boarding school where the deprivation continued.  As a new 

governess to French 6 year-old Adele, she meets Mr. Rochester who owns the house and with whom 

she falls in love. 

*Tell by Frances Itani. Beautifully well drawn characters.  Novel set in 1919 in Deseronto, men and 

women are trying to recover from the wounds of the past, emotionally and physically damaged.  Kenan 
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struggles to re-enter life with his wife Tress after his return from the Front, Maggie and AM’s marriage 

limps along as she reclaims her love of music and gets close to her choral society musician.   

Reproduction by Ian Williams.  A long 450 pages Scotiabank Giller Prize of $100,000.  Could have done 

with some serious editing, particularly in the last half.  A character driven book that explores how we get 

into relationships with people around us. Very unusual structure and format which I found quite 

irritating but persevered, nevertheless.  

Sleeping with Cats by Marge Piercy. A poet, novelist and social activist, this memoir travels through her 

life from working class Jewish origins in Detroit, through 3 marriages and numerous sexual and romantic 

liaisons.  She revisits the places and people that have shaped her experiences and inspired her work.  

Through it all she pays tribute to the one loving constant, her cats. She and her husband of many years, 

Ira Wood, live with 5 cats on Cape Cod in a house she designed in 1970. 

Mrs. Craddock by Somerset Maugham. Written in 1900, a penetrating study of unequal marriage. He 

explores the nature of love and happiness and finds the two rarely coincide. 

*Snow Flower and the Secret Fan by Lisa See. Set in 19th century China, seven- year old Lily is paired 

with an “an old same” in an emotional match that will last a lifetime.  They both endure the agonies of 

foot binding, arranged marriages, loneliness, and motherhood. 

Homesick by Guy Vanderhaeghe. Set in Saskatchewan, 1959, the main characters are Alec, his 

estranged daughter, Vera and 12 year- old grandson, Daniel. After 12 years of being out of contact Vera 

and son return to Connaught and the past confronts the present in unexpected ways. 

*The American Boy by Andrew Taylor. Set in England in 1819, Thomas Shield is tutor to a young 

American boy and his sensitive best friend, Charles Frant, in a boarding school. Drawn to Frant’s 

beautiful mother, unhappy mother, Thomas becomes caught up in her family’s twisted intrigues. 

You Shall Know Our Velocity by Dave Eggers. Will and Hand fly around the world in one week to give 

away $32,000. We don’t know why. Challenging read but much admired when published in 2002.  Much 

like a Jack Karouac style of writing. 

Lost and Found by Brooke Davis. Charming, funny and poignant book by Australian author. This is about 

seven -year- old Millie, abandoned by her mother and the antics she and her aged friends Karl and 

Agatha get up to. 

The Seventh Cross by Anna Seghers. First published in 1942 and translated into English in 2018, it is a 

tense thriller. Seven prisoners escape from Westhofen concentration camp.  Six are found quickly but 

George Heisler escapes. Hunted, injured and desperate, the story follows his dramatic journey. A very 

engaging story but full of characters and not an easy read to follow. 

*Circling the Sun by Paula McLain. Fascinating novel about Beryl Markham, a record setting aviator. 

Brought to Kenya as a small child, abandoned by her mother, she is raised by her father and the native 

Kipsigis tribe. Bold, she forges her own path as a horse trainer and later an aviator, having intense and 

often disastrous relationships along the way.  

The Girl on the Swing by Richard Adams. Author of Watership Down, this is completely different. A 

ceramics collector meets Kathe in Copenhagen. Their romance is very swift resulting in marriage within a 
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month. She reveals nothing about her origins or former life, and he is content with not knowing. But she 

is mysterious and somewhat frightening. Strange things begin to happen. 

The Translation of Love by Lynne Kutsukake. Aya and her parents spend the war years in an internment 

camp in BC but after her mother dies, the father makes the choice to return to Japan which is under 

American occupation, General McArthur in command. The search for a new friend’s missing sister, 

threads several lives together.  

*The Piano Man’s Daughter by Timothy Findley. In 1939, Young Charlie Kilworth, a piano tuner, faces 

two enigmatic questions: Who was his father, and what was the nature of his mother’s madness. 

Drawing on his own and other family members, he pieces together the story of a vivid, mercurial 

woman, whose madness was both a gift and a curse. 

*Days Without End by Sebastian Barry. Masterpiece of atmosphere and language, Barry tells the 

poignant story of two men and the makeshift family they create with a Sioux girl as they fight in the 

Indian Wars and then the American Civil War. 

*The Bolter by Frances Osborne. In 1934 Inida Sackville met the son she had last seen 15 years earlier 

when she shocked high society by running off to Kenya with a near-penniless man, abandoning her 

husband and her two small sons. Her great-granddaughter, Frances Osborne explores her moving tale of 

betrayal and heartbreak. Excellent memoir writing. 

Bridge of Clay by Marcus Zusak. This is the story of the five Dunbar brothers who live in a menagerie of 

a house and care for each other after their father abandons them after their mother dies. One day the 

dad returns and asks if any of the boys will help him build a bridge over a dry river-bed. This is the story 

of Clay who goes to help his Dad. And some of the past wounds they have all suffered begin to be 

healed. Written in a rather obtuse style but very much praised – a book that took 13 years to write. 

The Lost Family by Jenna Blum. Peter the owner of restaurant, Masha in Manhattan, a survivor of 

Auschwitz, lost his wife and twin daughters in Berlin 1939. Twenty years later he meets and marries 

supermodel June and five years later their daughter Elspeth is born who later transforms their lives in 

unexpected ways.  

Aria by Nazanine Hozar. The story of an abandoned new-born baby rescued by kind Behrouz in Tehran. 

He names her Aria and changes both their destinies. The Iranian revolution is seen through the eyes of 

this orphan and the three women who at different times have mothered her. A sweeping sage about the 

revolution told from the ground level. Could have done with a bit of editing in the mid section. 

*A Thousand Moons by Sebastian Barrie. The continuing story Lakota Indian Winona Cole orphaned 

and brought up by John Cole and Thomas McNulty in Tennessee, a state still riven by the legacy of the 

Civil War. A poignant story of love and redemption.  

* The Soul of Money by Lynne Twist. Helpful and insightful book showing us how examining our 

attitudes towards money – earning it, spending it and giving it away- can offer windows into our lives, 

our inherited money scripts, values and our understanding of scarcity and sufficiency. 

Snobs by Julian Fellowes. Fellowes (Downton Abbey) tells the story of Edith and her marriage to Earl 

Brougham and her involvement with his haughty aristocratic mother and his friends. Amusing and full of 
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upper-class mannerisms and behaviours as we see Edith fall from grace into another man’s arms. A fun 

and quick read. 

The Merry Recluse by Carolyn Knapp.  Good book for any memoir writer. Knapp was a columnist, an 

author who explored in personal detail the themes of friendship, family, loss, love, sobriety to name 

some. She died young at age 42 in 2002 of lung cancer. 

Going Gray by Anne Kreamer.   At 50 years old, she decides to stop colouring her harshly died hair in an 

effort to look younger. She calculated she had spent many hours and a lot of money in the 25 years she 

had been colouring. She explores with well known and ordinary middle-aged women how they feel 

about ageing and turning gray. She asks: why is hair colour so central to a woman’s identity?   

*Not my Father by Allan Cumming. Moving and revealing memoir by actor, singer and comic who 

endured a brutal upbringing by his father. His close relationship with his brother and partner helps him 

uncover the truth and come to acceptance of what happened. 

Actress by Anne Enright. The author of the Man Booker prize for The Gathering, this novel is about 

Katherine O’Dell, an Irish theatre legend. As her daughter Norah, retraces her mother’s celebrated 

career and bohemian life, she delves into long-kept secrets, both her mother’s and her own.   

The Difference by Marina Endicott. Half-sisters separated in age by 20 years, when their stern father 

dies, Thea returns to Nova Scotia to marry the Captain of Morning Light. Now she takes her orphaned, 

12- year- old sister Kay on a life-changing voyage to Micronesia in 1911. Ten years later Kay returns with 

the adopted Micronesian boy Thea adopted on the previous trip to return to his place of origin. 

*Cool Water by Dianne Warren. Nicely written novel about ordinary people in a small Saskatchewan 

town who struggles with the ups and downs of daily life. 

An Autobiography of my Mother by Jessica Kincaid. Heard interviewed on Writers and Company. A 

novel full of sensual descriptions, visual and auditory, of the narrator, Xuala in her old age, brought up 

loveless after her mother died giving birth to her. Set in the West Indies. A distant and fearful father, she 

ends up marrying an English doctor. Determined not to love, determined not to ever have a child and 

her loneliness. Written in poetic prose, not an easy book but the imagery is vivid. 

*Second Best by Jessica Dettmann.  A funny and heart-warming novel that captures the dramas, 

delights and delirium of modern parenting. When Emma’s husband fathers a third child three doors 

down the street, things get tricky, fast. 

*No Friend but the Mountains by Behrouz Boochani. In 2013 Kurdish Iranian journalist Boochani was 

illegally detained on Manus Island, a refugee detention centre off the coast of Australia. He was released 

in 2019 and able to be temporarily in NZ. He laboriously tapped out this book on a mobile phone and it 

has been translated from the Farsi. An act of survival in a terrifying place and a testament of Australia’s 

brutal detention system. 

The Couple Next Door by Shari Lapena. Anna and Marco have a happy marriage and a 6 month old 

baby. One night when their babysitter cancels, they go next door for dinner with a baby monitor and 

later discover the baby gone. A thriller with twists and turns. A fast read. 
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*Antisemitism, Here and Now by Deborah E. Lipstadt. This well- known author gives a penetrating and 

provocative analysis of the hate that will not die, focusing on its current virulent incarnations on both 

the left and the right, and on what can be done about it. A good book club selection.  

*The Pull of the Stars by Emma Donahue. Set in Dublin right after WW!, nurse Julia Power is trying to 

cope with Spanish ‘flu patients who are almost ready to deliver their babies in a makeshift “fever 

maternity ward”. Gripping page turner and a book for our pandemic times. 

*The Slaughterman’s Daughter by Yaniv Iczkovits. A wife and mother of five, went out after midnight 

and has not returned since. A series of murders occur done with the expertness of a slaughterer. Police 

detective Novak pursues this woman and her 3 accompaniers. What is going on? Israeli author describes 

a fascinating and sometimes overly long story of life in the Yiddish Pale of Settlement and military in 

Poland in the last century. 

*March by Geraldine Brooks. This author usually sets her story within a major historical event. In this 

case the US Civil War. It is about Mr. March the father of Louisa Alcott’s Little Women. We learn about 

his time away from the family as a pastor ministering to the army, the sights and experiences he has and 

an encounter with his first love. Full of details about wartime conditions, characters and his letters home 

to the family. 

This Mournable Body by Tsitsi Dangarembga.  Selected for the Booker 2020 short list. Set in Harare, 

Zimbabwe, this novel is about Tambu, a woman who has to rebuild her financial and social status. For 

me, a rather laborious read with many contextual and cultural layers, some of which were lost on me. 

**Homo Sapiens by Yuval Noah Harrari. Beautifully written and as it says on the jacket cover: Bold, 

wide-ranging and provocative, Sapiens challenges everything we thought we knew about being human: 

our beliefs, our actions, our power and our future. 

Amsterdam by Ian McEwan. Two old friends share some memories of their times as the long-ago lovers 

of Molly Lane at her funeral. Her widower husband George is aware of her recent affair with the Home 

Secretary who is fighting for his political life. A sharp contemporary morality tale with an ending of a 

black comic nature. For Ian McEwan fans. 

Life After Life by Kate Atkinson. Ursula Todd is born on a cold and snowy night in 1910 but dies before 

she takes a breath. She is born again and grows up but repeatedly dies in a variety of ways. Does her 

infinite number of lives give her the power to save the world from its inevitable destiny? A good quick 

read. 

Too Much Happiness by Alice Munro. 10 short stories by this talented writer. The title is the last story of 

this collection which reads like a Russian novel. More descriptive than action with a little twist at the 

end of each story. 

In Five Years by Rebecca Serle. A novel, a love story about Dannie a high achieving corporate lawyer in 

NY who has been living with her soon to be husband for the last 4 years. She wakes up and finds herself 

next to another man in bed and in a different apartment, five years in the future. This lasts for one hour 

and then she is back in her life. Meanwhile her beloved best friend Bella is dying of cancer and the man 

in Dannie’s future bed, is her boyfriend. A fast read. 
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*Freedom by Jonathon Franzen. Great long novel for fans of Franzen who wrote The Corrections. An 

epic of contemporary love and marriage. The two main characters Walter and Patty and their two 

children, Joey and Jessica. The story captures the temptations and burdens of liberty.  

*Women of the Raj by Margaret McMillan. Author re-creates a vanished world of the wives, daughters, 

sisters and mothers who travelled to be with the men in India under British rule, the Raj. A vivid social 

and cultural history of what they had to leave behind and learn to adapt and abide by the deeply 

ingrained Anglo-Indian love of hierarchy. 

*Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi. This novel traces three hundred years in Ghana following the descendants of 

two half sister, born into different villages in 18th century Ghana. Effia is married to an Englishman and 

her descendants wrestle with the slave trade and British colonization. Esi is captured and shipped off to 

America where her descendants will be raised in slavery. A page turner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


